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Playstation 4 controller cake template

Hi all. After exhaustively searching for a PS4 contagious pattern and not finding matters into my hands. The link will take you to a ZIP file that contains a CS-compliant (or newer) Illustrator file along with a PDF for those of you who don't have or use Adobe creative tools. I hope this will come in handy for you. If you decide to use it and want to share your custom skin design here, I'd love to see it! Learn how
to make your own light PS4 sticker with Cricut or using an exacto knife! Easy idea diy craft training that makes a great gift for gamers! My boyfriend and I are passionate gamers. We have all the modern video game consoles, and a lot of the older ones too. We have an entire bookshelf dedicated to video games - and that bookshelf is full. We have two PlayStation 4s, so we can play games together in
separate rooms (romantic I know). We often have friends over for the game with us, so we have around 5 or so PS4 controllers. I really like the PlayStation 4, and it's one of my favorite consoles. There's only one problem with that. Each time you use PS4, you must use the controller. There's a bar upstairs that indicates when Dom is. Some games use this light and change the color, others just leave it in its
default blue. The main problem is it's just so damn bright! What are you doing? My eyes! If you're playing a game with the lights off, the light is absolutely blinding. I was looking for a way to turn it off, and there's no way. So I found another solution. I saw a ton of PS4 light stickers online. I thought about buying some, but if you know me, you know I like the do-it-so method. I wanted to be able to create my
own custom PS4 controller. I was looking for a template I could use, but for a handful I found, they cost more than buying a huge sheet of pre-lined stickers. So I decided to make my own pattern. I took a piece of paper and tracked down the light bar on it. I scanned it into my computer, and I tracked it down in Adobe Illustrator. I've had a little trial and error with this method, but I finally got it. You can
download my free PS4 light page sticker template at the bottom of this page. Here are the instructions on how to make your own PS4 light strip sticker. Necessary supplies:Optional:*If you don't have Cricut or silhouette, you can use:For my first stick, I wanted to try something simple. I didn't want to go through the effort of finding a picture online and locating it. You are welcome to do so, however, please
note that images you find on Google Image Search are often trademarked or copyrighted. You can use them for such personal use, but using them on products you plan to sell is against the law. You can read more about it here. I decided to just use the classic phrase game over. I know I've seen those words many times in my life! There are two methods you can use to make One is to use a vinyl cutting
machine. The second is to print the patterns and cut them by hand. I have instructions for everyone downstairs. Vinyl Cutting Machine MethodStep 1Penpen the template in your vinyl cutting software. Since I cut my stick with Cricut to explore my air, I used Cricut Design Space.Step 2Type your text/upload the image you are cutting if you use text like I did, try to use a thicker font. It'll be easier to translate
later. Resize the text and make sure it fits over the light bar with space on both sides. If you're using an image instead of text, you'll want to upload your photo as well. If you think about how to upload a photo to Cricut, here's how to do it. Due to the small size of the light bar, you don't want to use anything too complicated. You want to stick to the pictures with clear silhouettes. If you know someone who
plays Portnait, I have a feeling the logo would be a good choice! Once you've uploaded the image, shrink the logo until it fits over the light bar with plenty of space on both sides. Step 3Use the slicer tool Since I use cricut's design space, I will provide instructions on how to use the slice tool. If you're using a silhouette studio or other software, you'll need to find instructions if you don't know how to do that
part. The steps are likely to be very similar however! Layer the picture or text on the lightbars templateSelect both your template and your picture. Then click Deploy in the lower-right corner. Delete all extra layers. If you are satisfied with the result, you are now ready to cut! Step 4Cut and bite the stick I used a 12 x 12 piece black Oracal 631 vinyl from Happy Crafters.After cutting, I used my thick tweezers
hook to bite the design. I then used scissors to cut a rectangle around the stick. When you do, you need something like what's in the picture below. Step 5Afal the sticker then placed a piece of transfer tape on top of the vinyl. This part is technically optional, but for an easier application I would recommend it. Here's the brand I used. Take your cotton swab and rub alcohol and gently clean all stains,
fingerprints, and oils from the light on the cattle. You want to be careful here, you definitely don't want to pour any liquid inside the cattle! After the booze rubs who's who, it's time to smear the stick. You must activate the controller at this time. Here's how to see points where the light might pass. Shut up your transfer tape with the sticker just above the light bar. You want to get it just the way you can, so the
only light coming through is from the parts we cut. Apply it slowly from left to right, trying to avoid any bubbles. Take a mop, use it, or a credit card, and slick all the bubbles. Slowly peel off your transfer tape. A good tip for this is instead of pulling straight up, pulling it in the direction you want it to go. This helps prevent You got a tape pulling your sticker. It's a simple tip, but it makes a huge difference. My
finished cattle. Exacto knife methodThese method is not for the weak of heart. It takes a lot of patience! However, if you are very careful to take your time, you can certainly get similar results with a vinyl cutter. Step 1Print the free template provided at the bottom of the page. Print the picture or text you want to cut. Make sure it's small enough to fit a lightbar pattern with space on all sides. Step 2 Do glue
paper, tape to your picture or text to vinyl. Make sure it's glued on all sides and there's no air gaps. Be very careful and patient, use your exacto knife to cut the design. Start on the inside and brief out. Take breaks if you need to. Make sure you press hard enough to puncture through the printer paper and the vinyl. Step 3 When you're done, remove the tape, printer paper, and any excess vinyl from your
snip. Now you're going to paste the light bar pattern. Make sure the light resynx is concentrated in your design, and it's not the other way around. It would be terrible to cut everything to find out that the cut is tilted too far to the left! After recording the pattern, again watching the air gaps, carefully cut around the edges. You want to get it as close as you can, so it fits over the light bar. When you're done,
you'll want to use scissors to crop your pattern. We'll kneam all the excess vinyl residulations, and then follow step 5 above. LightBar LightBar Sticker Free PS4 Is the free download for PS4 Lightbar Stickers Template, as well as the game over sticker I made. You are welcome to use any of these commercially, however I ask you to please do not sell the templates themselves. I worked very the templates to
provide readers for free. If on the way to share the template with others, I ask that you send them here instead of sharing the files directly. Thank you! Home » Scoop » PS4 – Beef Cake Game! Yes! It's a cake! PS4 beef cake!! Homemade cake or cake mix – all chocolate flavor coating black fondant toothpicks and/or small wooden skewers (8) spring form cheesecake pan X-Akto knife knife small peeling of
water from a small brush I don't really bake but I like to make creative cakes fun! It's not the way a professional would probably choose to make a cake like that, but it worked for me. I hope you find it helpful to tweak it in any way that suits you! Print two copies of the PS4 controller image and crop one of them for use as a template. Prepare the cake mixture and pour in the spring pan and bake according to
the package instructions. Allow to cool, remove from the spring mould and when completely cool, place on a baking pan with peeler paper, cover and transfer to the freezer overnight. Place the cut image format of the PS4 controller in the center Frozen cake, take the toothpick or skewer and pierce the edges of the image. Using a peeling knife, and the holes stabbed as a guide, cut straight down until you
have cut the shape of the controller. Put the excess cake in a bowl and save the cake pops later!! Place back in the freezer. Knead the black fondant until smooth and flexible and roll out. Remove the cake from the freezer and fertile with a thin layer of glaze. (I like to heat the glaze for ~20 seconds in the microwave so it's thin but not runny.) Roll the fondant on the rolling pin and gently place over the top of
the cake and GENLTLY manoeur the fondant around the edges into place. Using the X-Akto knife, cut the edges on the bottom. Gently fold them underneath so you can't see the edges of fondant.. Using the paper copy cut out, cut the handles, buttons and other details for use in typewriters. Place them on rolled black fondant and follow up with the X-Acto knife. Place them on the cattle using a paintbrush
and water as glue. Use the second copy of the controller as your guide, since you are cutting the other one! ** Shameless admission - I cut and used the paper copy for the four buttons on the left (from the picture) and placed them on the controller. I did the same for the tiny PS logo and the words share &amp; options** step 1- print two copies of this image. Fondant on! Fondant's been cut! Add the
details.... Yes! He's holding the cake! Cake!!
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